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Career Tip: Lie Low And Bear Your Burdens Career Tip: Lie Low And Bear Your Burdens 
PatientlyPatiently

2021 won’t treat those born in the year of the sheep too well.

Not only does your birth sign clash with the Tai Sui of the year, but

your life cycle is also populated by a multitude of ill-omened stars.

Take no risks as they are most certain to lead to devastating falls.

Work-wise, expect to face obstacles galore and many disputes that

require  your  utmost  care  and  diplomacy  skills.  Due  to  the  star

Leopard’s  Tail  in  your  life  cycle,  you  may  feel  oppression  from

someone with more power or privilege. Don’t attempt to fight back

as it will be futile and possibly humiliating—hang on to what you

have and don’t be greedy for more.

Besides  that,  with  the  unlucky  “Iron  Bars”  star  in  your  life

cycle, you may often come across backstabbers and legal disputes

this year. It will be wise to lay low as aggressive ventures will likely

lead to trouble. One relief is that the lucky star “Earthly Salvation”

happens to also be in your life cycle, meaning that things will turn

around for the better if you remain cautious. Those born in the year

of the tiger and, to a lesser degree, those born in the year of the

monkey are your good-luck charms when it comes to your career.

Collaborations with such people are likely to change your work life

for the better. Careers involving the elements wood and metal will

be the most beneficial to you.

Finance Tip: As Expenses Are High, Try To Save Finance Tip: As Expenses Are High, Try To Save 
Up BeforehandUp Beforehand

Your  fortune  regarding  finance  isn’t  looking  that  great  this

year. Your main income source is unstable and there’s no need to

hope for gain from other sources as it will most likely not come to

fruition.  Due  to  the  “Huge  Drain”  star  in  your  life  cycle,  many

unexpected expenses will come up, so you’ll do well to remember

to save up before the storm comes. Your financial luck will be at its

lowest in the three autumn months, so be especially careful with

your money and steer clear of gambling activities and investments

of all types.

Health Tip: Don’t Overwork, Be Careful At Health Tip: Don’t Overwork, Be Careful At 
High-up PlacesHigh-up Places

Your  health  fortune  won’t  be  that  good this  year.  You  may

constantly feel exhausted and will need lots of rest to recuperate.

Don’t push yourself to work too hard as that may lead to diseases.
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Your heart, spleen and stomach are susceptible to damage, which

may be irreversible if you’re not careful. The ill-omened “Conflict of

the Year” star signals potential trouble while hiking or in high-up

locations, so be extra careful in case of falling from a high spot. Be

especially  cautious  when  it  comes  to  transportation  in  the

autumn and watch out for contagious diseases toward the

end  of  the  year  by  taking  good  care  of  your  personal

hygiene.

Relationship Tip: RelationshipsRelationship Tip: Relationships
May Be Unstable, So Try ToMay Be Unstable, So Try To
Achieve A Mutual UnderstandingAchieve A Mutual Understanding

Due to the “Lunar Conflict” star in your

life cycle, your relationships may be unstable

this  year  and  will  require  dedicated

maintenance.  Communicate  often  with  your

partner and try to achieve a mutual understanding,  or else your

relationship may soon fall apart. If it does fall apart, try not to let it

get to you and focus on future possibilities instead.

Sheep: Ambassadors Of JoySheep: Ambassadors Of Joy
Magpies have traditionally been seen as the bearer of joyful

news. This ornament comes with a pair of magpies in a tree and

two sheep (yang in Chinese, the same pronunciation as the

character for abundance), forming a blissful scene

that will easily balance out all misfortune.

Those  born  in  the  year  of  the  sheep  are

clashing  with  the  year’s  Tai  Sui,  and  may

therefore  be  down  on  luck  this  year,  facing

obstacles  in  work,  unexpected  expenditures,

and unstable relationships that require special

care.  Place  this  “Ambassadors  of  Joy”

ornament in the south of your quarters, and it

will bring you a year of good fortune.
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